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WHY SATIE
I discovered Erik Satie in 2008 while studying life and works of John Cage. To the present day,
i continue to believe both in the importance and in the responsibility of sharing the thought and the
works of this extraordinary artist. There are several works that could not have come into existence
had Satie not lived. Satie’s cult lasted just for a relative short period of time, yet his influence helped
direct the course of the music during the years to come. As with John Cage and “the silence,” we
inherit Satie anew every day in his “Musique d’Ameublement.” An essential invention, invisible at
the sight, tangible only in a unconscious way. He possessed the mind par excellence of an inventor.
Satie’s personality, his character, his aesthetic position and, above all, his ability to hide the beauty
with the aim to make pedants and academic teachers fall into errors. These were the weapons Satie
used to win his personal battle against tradition. All of this I loved and still love.
As Jean Cocteau once wrote: “Each work of Satie is intimately connected to the previous one, nevertheless it takes distance from the preceding one to live of its own life; therefore, it is an original
substance, a surprise, a delusion for everyone who is constantly obsessed by traditions.”
I imagined my works when reading these words written by Cocteau. I decided just to use materials
that allowed me to create simple works, respecting the deep originality of Satie, the simplicity.
I started melting one hundred of record vinyl, then I modified a lamp, a couch and a group of
flowers, and I made them sonorous. I worked with Plexiglas and I refurbished an old offertory.
I used the wood and some frames before installing 840 speakers on a painting making it
reverberate.
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LA MUSIQUE D’AMEUBLEMENT
Satie was the pioneer of ambient music, of which Brian Eno remains the
most important exponent nowadays. Yet the story which gave birth to this
musical genre has its roots in an underlying auditory discomfort.
It all began when Jean Cocteau, a faithful friend of Satie, wrote in Le Coq
et L’arlequin: “Enough with the clouds, waves, aquariums and the night
smells; enough with the music listened to with the head in the hands.”
Here Cocteau referred to a painting of Lionello Balestrieri entitled “Beethoven,” especially to the auditor present in that painting, a man who listens
to the violin played with his head in his hands, in full catharsis, in a so
serious a way and with such compunction, exactly in that particular way
which the middleclass celebrated their apotheosis during the most important show of the time, the concert.
The same audience is always the interlocutor of Satie: “the people believe
their behavior is worthy of praise, listening to the wrong things considered
beautiful, or finding entirely convenient having the air of appreciating certain thing when in fact they have their heads in the clouds. The idea of a
music which remains near to the listener, without asking him to maintain a
constant attention. We should compose a sort of music of furnishings, able
to combine all the noises of the room in which it is diffused, reflecting all of
the above.
It should fill the silences, so heavy sometimes, among the fellow diners,
and it should replace that usual exchange of banalities, an overtly utilitarian music, an industrial product, Art is another thing. It is in this way that
the Musique d’Ameublement came to be created by Satie 1917.
When art is industrialized, it can lose its essence but not its function. For Satie, it was necessary to create an industrial product to save his personal vision of art. His manifesto declared the need of a “music destined to decorate
the ambience for the ear, just as the portrait furnishes ambience for the eye.”
I realized my idea of Musique d’Ameublement by using two armchairs, a
sofa couch, a lamp, a flowers bouquet. I returned to some useless object
a different function, making them resonant and sufficient to create ambience. For the couch and the armchair, I removed all the buttons and replaced them with mini loudspeakers, connecting them in turn to an amplifier
whiched transformed—in one sits upon them—sound and vibration into the
entire artwork. For the lamp, I removed the lighting and inserted speakers
of fifteen-centimeter diameters. I also used an amplifier to achieve the same
aim in this work. I repeat the same operation for the flower bouquet, though
using a different loudspeaker size.
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When people asked Rossini who was the greatest composer he
would reply: “Beethoven.”
When they said, ‘what about Mozart?’ he would reply: “You asked me
who was the greatest. You did not ask me which one was unique.”
If people were to ask me about our age, I would no doubt reply
that the greatest are Debussy and Stravinsky.
And I would add: “But Satie is unique.”
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